CASE STUDY

Contract Management Interface

DRMcNatty helps the client save time and improves the overall review and approval process, producing more reliable results without any wasted effort.

PROJECT AT A GLANCE

COMPANY

Major Transportation Agency

LOCATION

West Coast

SERVICES PROVIDED

Implementation
Custom Development
Documentation
Training

TECHNOLOGIES USED

Contract Management
SharePoint

Overview

A major transportation agency used a suite of project controls software to manage their projects, and desired to have contractors submit documents into this system in a secure manner while expediting the processing of these documents. This included Request for Information, Submittals, Change Requests and other Correspondence.

Challenges

The contract management software did not provide adequate security and control over the documents submitted, resulting in the contractor having access to information not normally shared. There also was resistance from the contractors because a submission tool requires some duplicate data entry (the contractor’s system and the agency’s.) There were contractual time limitations to the submission and response for these documents, and the tool selected needed to assist in maintaining or improving turnaround time. Lastly, the license cost of additional users (the contractor) needed to be considered.

Solution

DRMcNatty & Associates worked closely with the agency to develop an application using Contract Management’s web services to provide a simple to use interface with minimal data entry required.

The interface provides an email confirmation of the submittal and start of the review period. The application also sends email notifications to the agency staff as a means of expediting the review process. This application eliminates most of the manual data entry required by the agency staff, keeps the contractor’s input to a minimum and updates the agency system with the record and all the attachments. The web services application also included status reports that could be run at any time to see the status of the submittals. Contractor accounts used web-service licenses, which provided the necessary access controls/permissions, and also minimized the costs to the agency.

Results

Use of this application reduced the staffing support burden from the agency and put a very minimum requirement on the contractor for their data entry requirements. In addition, software license costs were reduced by using web service licenses instead of full use licenses. Access and security of the data input into the agency’s system was maintained, while providing the contractor with transparency to the status of the documents submitted. Because documents submitted through this tool could be processed immediately, turnaround time improved.

“The Contract Management Interface application provided the agency with the ideal combination of data integrity and security requirements, while giving the contractor a simple means to interact with the agency on their projects. This is the true meaning of the DRMcNatty motto of Project Management Solutions that SIMPLY work.”

-Rudy Ising, DRMcNatty Director of Services